Review 1

Minor corrections:

Although the paper looks essentially as a valuable contribution, still some details need to be fixed, in my opinion:

The English style requires improvements. The authors must be sure that there are no grammatical errors and that the manuscript is perfectly written in English. After the second revision, the article was finalized and reviewed by 2 chemical engineering translators.

In line 358: The sentence “The characteristics for diesel compared to HVO were practically the same, as illustrated by Sugiyama article [17]” should be replaced by: “The characteristics for diesel compared to HVO were practically the same, as illustrated by Sugiyama [17]”  DONE

In line 358: The sentence “According to the article [36]…” should be replaced by: “According to Šimáček et all [36]…” DONE

On lines 368, 371 and 378, the word "article" should be replaced with the name of the authors of the articles referred to in the references. DONE

Thank you for your comments.